
Color Course: Brights



Bright color combinations can be really tricky to work with. Because bright color 
create such a huge contrast against delicate baby skin, it can be hard to even out 
your color schemes and lighting- and drawing focus toward the baby, instead of 
distracting your eye away. 

When thinking of Bright Color combinations, most people think of discord colors- 
oranges with purples- greens with yellows- but that doesn’t have to be the case. 
You can start off with bright colors in a monochromatic color scheme (hot pink, 
pink, light pink, ivory) and build to really robust color combinations after you get 
the hang of using one or two bright colors in a palette. 



For example, this color combination could be considered very soft- but the purple 
is a bright color. Used alone it can be tricky and harsh to work into your sessions- 
but paired with the softer colors, it helps bring down the intesnsity. 

Starting off with one bright color can really help your confidence to build entire 
sessions using bright colors. 



The difference in bright tones
Jewel Tones are richer “Bright” colors- they include: 

● Navy, Plum, Burgundy, Magenta, Mustard, Teal, Ocean and Chartreuse 

Standard Bright Tones are very saturated and lighter “Bright” Tones - they include: 

● Lime, Yellow, Hot Pink, Turquoise, Purple

Depending on which colors you pair together, many can be considered Jewel 
Tones or Standard Bright Colors. 



In this color palette, green and purple are the “jewel” tones because they are so 
much more saturated and deep. 



In this example, the Yellow could be considered a Jewel Tone, because of the 
richness of color compared to the colors around it. 



Tips for using Bright Colors: 
● Use rich jewel tones for focus colors, and bright pops of color for accents

● Use even lighting throughout your gallery, to reduce contrast between colors

● Neutral colors in bright color combinations work best if they are darker- 
browns and charcoals vs ivories and beiges.  

● As with all of the color combinations we have paired together so far, you still 
want to keep the darker colors in shadows and lighter colors in highlights. 



Journaling
Think of some of the basic color schemes you use in your newborn sessions. 

● How can you bring in 1 or 2 bright colors to make them pop- and enhance 
your creativity and style for your clients? 

● With the richness of Jewel Tones and intensity of Bright Colors, what type of 
lighting do you feel you need to perfect to create stunning works of art? (ex: 
backlighting, moody, even) 

● What bright colors call to your creative soul? Are they rich and deep, or light a 
playful? How can you incorporate those colors into your portfolio more often?

● Which bright colors do you dislike? Is there a color combination you can 
create that makes even that color beautiful to you? 


